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DECISION
a n d

DISMISSAL OF OBJECTIONS

Pursuant to an Agreement for Consent Election, dated August 6, 1981, elections
by secret ballot were conducted on September 22, 23 and 24, 1981, under the super-
vision of the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (Labor Board), among the
Administrative Clerical (NP-3).employees  of the State of Connecticut. The result
of the election was as follows: ',

I.'
Number of ballots cast ,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'  5407
Number of ballots counted __--______-_-_-__-________________  fj280
Number of votes IN FAVOR of

Clerical Council Local 203, Service Employees
International Union, SEIU, AFL-CIO -------------------- 1312
Connecticut State Employees Association, CSEA --------- 1163
The  Independent  Union __--_________---_________________  859
~~XMCMo;  Clerical Employees Union, AFL-CIO ------------ 1876

---------,,--,-------,,,,,----,------------~---------  70
Number'of  void ballots  ,,-,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-------~--------- 7

Number  of challenged  votej  -----_-__-----_------------------  120

This case involves two sets of objections filed by CSEA pursuant to Section
5-273-20(b)  of the Labor Board's Regulations. One set of objections names the State
of Connecticut as Respondent (Ex. 1) and the other names both the State of Connecticut
and SEIU as Respondents (Ex. 2).



The objections allege in relevant part:

x x x

6.' &en-Phillips  ,individually,  but with the assistance of SEIU, filed'
$4a pro ibi ed practice complaint.with the Connecticut State Board of Labor

Relations on or about August 10,.19Bl,  alleging that her discharge was
motivated by union activities.

7. On September 18, lgB1,  the State of Connecticut signed a settlement
agreement of the aforementioned prohibited practice complaint. (See para-
graph 6) CSEA was not a party to the agreement.

8. The State signed the agreement with the knowledge that CSEA was com-
municating with the grievant Phillips about a substantially similar agree-
ment and with the knowledge that CSEA was reviewing the proposed settlement
with Phillips.

9. The settlement agreement as to the prohibited practice charge provided
for Phillips' return to work and made specific reference to the two service
ratings and the dismissal action currently pending against Phillips, which
ratings and dismissal were the subject of the grievances filed by CSEA on
behalf of Phillips against the State.

10. Said settlement agreement was not contingent on CSEA's acquiescence nor
was CSEA told the settlement agreement resolved the pending grievances.

11. The State, by its actions, has aided and abetted the SEIU in the pend-
ing election by disregarding the exclusive bargaining agent, CSEA, which
has the statutory duty to represent all employees in the NP-3 unit.

12. The State, by its actions, violated its statutory duty to deal with
CSEA, the exclusive representative of the NPa3.employees.

13. The State's actions operated to mislead employees as to the role of
the exclusive bargaining representative, CSEA; and denigrated CSEA's role .
in the eyes of employees, thus giving credence to SEIU's  campaign contention
that SEIU alone was working to get Phillips reinstated.

WHEREFORE, CSEA prays that the election be postponed until this objection is
heard and/or that the election be set aside and a new election ordered; that
the State meet with CSEA to discuss resolution of the grievances filed on
behalf of Phillips; and that the State issue.a  public statement declaring
that CSEA must approve any settlement of the Phillips' grievance before they
can be enforceable.

(Ex. 1)
x x x

11. The SEIU, the State of Connecticut and the Labor Agent, to the exclusion
of CSEA, reached an agreement on Friday, September 18, 1981. On September
18, 1981, said agreement was comnunicated  to the press by SEIU, Phillips and
the Labor Agent, which rotnnunications  resulted in published stories which
appeared in print on September 21, 1981.

12. The printed stories referred to in paragraph 11 misstated important
facts concerning the pending grievances filed by CSEA on behalf of Phillips
and also stated that the Labor Board would put the agreement in effect
whether or not CSEA signed.

13. Said printed stories appeared at a.time  when CSEA had no opportunity to
respond before the election.

14. The acts of the State, the SEIU and the Board operated to mislead
employees as to significant facts and prejudiced CSEA's  position in the
election.

WHEREFORE, CSEA prays that the election in the NP-3 unit be set aside and/or
0 6 that the ballots be impounded pending a decision.on  this objection..

(Ex. 2)
- ,
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On October 2 and 6, 1981, the parties (except CEIU) appeared before the Board
for hearings on the objections to the election. Full opportunity was given to present
evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses and make argument. Written briefs were
filed by CSEA, SEIU and AFSCME. The State presented oral argument and filed no brief.

Upon the whole record before it, the Board issues the following findings of fact,
discussion and dismissal of the objections.

'. Findings of Fact

1. CSEA has been the exclusive bargaining representative of employees in the
Administrative Clerical (NP-3) bargaining unit of state employees.

2. .SEIU  is a labor organization under the Act seeking to become the exclusive
bargaining representative for the NP-3 bargaining unit.

3. AFSCME is a labor organization under the Act seeking to become the exclusive
bargaining representative for the NP-3 bargaining unit.

4. CEUI is a labor organization under the Act seeking to become the exclusive
bargaining representative for the NP-3 bargaining unit.

5. Karen Phillips was employed as a senior secretary at the University of
Connecticut Women's Center at theStorrs'  campus between the'period March 1980 and-
August 6, 1981.

6. In June, 1981, Phillips was elected president of the CSEA chapter covering
clerical employees at the Storrs campus.

7. Phillips supported SEIU's  efforts to become the exclusive bargaining repre-
sentative for the NP-3 unit and campaigned actively among clerical employees on behalf

of.  SEIU during the sunzner  of 1981.

8. During July of 1981 a representation petition was filed by AFSCME seeking an
election among NP-3 unit employees to determine who would represent the NP-3 unit as
exclusive bargaining representa-tive. CSEA,  SEIU and CfWI,were  +ntervenors  in that, -.
proceeding. Pursuant to an Agreement for Consent Election between the parties, such
an election was scheduled by the Board Agent, John W. Kingston, to be held on Sep-
tember 22, 23 and 24, 1981.

9. In late July, 1981, the State decided to discharge Phillips from her position
at UConn.  The discharge was effective on or about August 6, 1981. Prior to her dis-
charge, Phillips had received two successive unsatisfactory service ratings; one on
June 12, 1981 and another on July 9, 1981.

10. CSEA timely filed separate grievances on behalf of Phillips in response to
each of the unsatisfactory service ratings claiming that each service rating was
unjustified (Ex. 4 and 5). CSEA also timely filed a third grievance on July 24,
1981 in response to Phillips' termination (Ex. 6).

11. After her discharge, Phillips was hired by SEIU as an organizer working in
SEIU’s  election campaign to represent the NP-3 unit.

12. On August 25, 1981 a third step grievance conference was conducted on the
grievances filed by CSEA on behalf of Phillips. The hearing officer on the grievance
was Peter Allen, a Labor Relations Specialist for the State. Present at the hearing.
was Phillips, CSEA staff representative Alan Mazzola representing Phillips, CSEA
staff representative Judith Kemp, University of Connecticut Assistant Director of
Personnel John Horvath, and four witnesses including Diane Willis, Phillips' former
immediate  supervisor. The hearing lasted from 9:00 a.m. until 12:00 noon by which
time the first witness, Willis, had not yet completed her testimony. The hearing
was adjourned because Allen had another appointment.. The parties agreed to resume
the hearing at 9:00 a.m. on September 16, 1981.

13. At the conclusion of the August%; 1981 hearing, Allen suggested that
Mazzola and Horvath meet prior to September 16. 1981 for the purpose of coming to
agreements on what witnesses and exhibits would be needed for the September 16, 1981
hearing. Mazzola and Horvath arranged to meet on the morning of September 8, 1981
at Horvath's office on the Storrs campus.
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14. In the meantime, on August 12, 1981, Phillips had filed a prohibited
practice complaint through SEIU  with the Labor Board alleging that the State had
discharged Phillips "to discourage membership in the Service Employees International
Union, and to encourage membership in another labor organization." Phillips' com-
plaint was assigned Case No. SPP-6700.

15. Subsequent to the filing of SPP-6700, Board Agent Kingston referred the
case to assistant labor relations agent Kenneth Hampton. In accordance with the
Labor Board's usual procedures, Hampton proceeded to arrange an informal conference
with the parties to investigate the matter and attempt settlement.

16. Hampton originally scheduled the informal canference  for September 17,
1981, but the representative of the State, Scott Schwartz, Labor Relations Advisor,
was not available on that date. On or about'August  26, 1981 (Ex. ll),  after Hampton
had contacted all parties, the informal conference was rescheduled to 1:30 p.m.,
Friday, September 11, 1981, at the offices of the State Office of Labor Relations
(OLR) in Hartford. All parties, including CSEA, through CSEA attorney Robert Krzys'
secretary, confirmed the new date and time for the informal. Hampton also had notice
of the date and time for the informal conference mailed to Krzys and to James Roach,
CSEA Executive Director.

17. During the week of September 7, SEIU hand distributed around the State a
campaign flyer which contained the follow?ng  quotsd.statements.by  ,Karen Phillips:.- .__._

"When I was discharged from my job at UConn  for union activity,
SEIU came to bat for me. SEIU filed unfair labor practice charges
against the University and is with me during every'stage of the
case. Because that's the kind of union representation we all need,
I’ve joined SEIU as an organizer for the upcoming election." (Ex. 16).

18. On the morning of September 8, 1981, Mazzola and Horvath met, as previously
arranged, in Horvath's office in Storrs for the purpose of discussing witnesses and
exhibits for the September 16, 1981 continued hearing date on the aforementioned
grievances.-.

19. During their September 8, 1981 meeting, Maztola and Hbrvath  discussed
witnesses. Mazzola also pointed out what he believed to be weaknesses in the State's
case and suggested that Phillips' unsatisfactory ratings be withdrawn and that
Phillips be reinstated. .Horvath stated that he had to go forward with the case.

20. After his meeting with Horvath, Mazzola proceeded to a special meeting of
the CSEA chapter at Storrs. At the meeting, Mazzola saw Phillips who approached him
to ask about the meeting with Horvath. Mazzola motioned Phillips aside and spoke to
her, initially alone, in a hall.

21. Mazzola showed Phillips an SEIU campaign flyer which had been mailed to
clerical employees on or about the week of August 31, 1981 (Ex. 17). Mazzola had
received a copy of the flyer at home on the previous Friday, September 3, 1981. The
flyer contained a statement to-the effect that Phil,lips had been hired as an organizer

' for SEIU and that "Karen will be working on the campaign until Local 203 wins back
her job.at  UCONN."  (Ex. 17).

22. Mazzola informed Phillips that he was upset about the statements in the
flyer and asked Phillips if she.had any knowledge whether the statements in the flyer
were made and whether in her opinion the statements were true. Phillips responded
that she did not know those statements were going to go out in flyers and that she
believed CSEA was representing her in her grievances, but that SEIU was filing a
prohibited practice complaint with the Labor Board on her behalf.

23. Mazzola told Phillips that the only way she could win her job back was
through the grievance procedure, not by going to the Labor Board. Mazzola asked her
to sign a statement to the effect that it was CSEA that was processing her grievance
to get her job back. Mazzola said he wanted to meet with her and have the statement
before going to the next hearing on her grievances. Phillips felt intimidated by
this conversation and told Mazzola either that she would:sign  the requested retrac-
tion or that'she  would consider it.

24.. At this point in the discussion, James Roach, Executive Director of CSEA,
approached them and was introduced to Phillips. Roach asked whether everything was
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taken care of and motioned to the flyer. Phillips said, "We have it settled."
Phillips asked Roach why he had come to the chapter meeting (which she considered to
be an "illegal" chapter meeting) and Roach stated that he was,there  because of the
.artfcle and that "everyone" was upset about it.

25. At approximately 5:00 p.m. on September 10, 1981, Attorney Krzys called
. . Hampton at the Labor Board's office in Wethersffeld and left a message requesting that

the informal conference on SPP-6700 that was scheduled for the next day be moved back
in time from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30  p.m. Hampton was not in the office when the message
was received.

26. On the morning of September 11, 1981;Hampton had an informal conference
scheduled on an unrelated case at the OLR office. Prior to beginning that conference,
Hampton encountered Mazzola who was at the OLR for an arbitration. Mazzola asked
Hampton if he had received Krzys' message requesting a postponement and told Hampton
that no one from CSEA could be at the conference on SPP-6700. Mazola  suggested that
Hampton check his messages. Hampton did so.

27. After the morning conference was completed (approximately noon), Hampton
contacted the parties to SPP-6700 concerning Krzys' postponement request. Hampton
informed Scott Schwartz, Labor Relations Advisor for the State, that the conference
would not be gofng.forward at.Lz30.  p.m. as prfgfnally  scheduled. Hampton called
Phillips and reached Michael Roberts, an SEIU organizer, who resisted the change
in time for the conference. Hampton informed Roberts that he would go forward with
the conference at 1:30  p.m. only if CSEA were present or had agreed to the conference
going forward without a CSEA representative present.

28. Hampton then contacted Krzys' office and was informed that the conference
could begin without CSEA. Hampton again contacted the other parties and told them

that the conference would go forward as originally scheduled.

* "29. The conference did not begin until 2:00 or 2:15. Present at that time were
Hampton, Schwartz, Horvath, Phillips and Roberts. Throughout the conference, Roberts
was wearing an SEIU union buttan... .a,  .I..  .,..,

30. At the outset of the conference, Hampton informed Roberts that he could be
present only in the capacity of Phillips' personal representative and that SEIU did
not have independent standing in the case.

31. During the conference, Schwartz stated that the State would not agree to
any settlement unless all parties, including CSEA. also agreed.

32. The conference got underway with Phillips stating her side of the case and
the State, through Schwartz, presenting a partial rebuttal. Hampton then broke the
meeting up into separate caucuses for the purpose of trying to mediate a settlement.

33. At some point in the proceedings, Hampton became concerned from statements
made by Roberts that SEIU might consider Phillips' alleged discriminatory discharge
for union activities as the basis for filing objections-to the upcoming clerical -
election. Schwartz shared Hampton's concern. Schwartz also believed that the State's
position regarding Phillips' discharge may have had some weaknesses and for both of
these reasons offered to settle the case.

34. At this point, Hampton called Krzys at the CSEA office and asked him to come
' to the conference.

3:00 and 3:45).
Krzys arrived (the time of Krzys' arrival was placed at between

35. Krzys expressed no objection to Roberts' presence and participation in the
conference.

36. Schwartz expressed concern that perhaps CS6A  might file objections to the
election based on the events surrounding the Phillips matter. Hampton related these
;;;;rnsto  Krzys who stated that he did,not  really know what the State had to worry

. . *

37. Hampton decided to draft two separate settlements. One concerned Phillips'
prohibited practice complaint. The other concerned the grievances filed by CSEA on
behalf of Phillips. Phillips and the State would sign the prohibited practice settle-
ment (Ex. lo),  while CSEA and the State would sign the grievance settlement (Ex. 9).
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38. Hampton therefore hand drafted the two proposed settlement agreements at
the conference. Krzys was present at the time these were drafted.

a.' The grievance settlement between CSEA and the State provided as follows:

( 1) In resolution of grievance 8465-LV  the State of Connectfcut
hereby agrees that effective Karen Phillips will
be reinstated as a senior secretary at the University of
Conn. with pay retoractive to Aug. 7, 1981. Her July 9th
service rating shall be eliminated, and the state ninety days
from the date of reinstatement shall have the right to con-
duct a new service rating.

(2) The 6/12/81  evaluation shall remain in force but the State
will use its best efforts to transfer her to another unit.

(3) The CSEA hereby agrees that it shall not file any election
objection concerning anything about the Karen Phillips matter.

for the Union for the State
(Ex. 9)

b. The prohibited practice settlement between Phillips and the State provided
as follows:

The State of Connecticut hereby agrees that effective
Karen Philljps  will be reinstated as a senior secretary at the
University of Conn. with pay retoractive to Aug. 7, 1981. Her
July 9th service rating shall be eliminated, and the State ninety
days from the date of reinstatement shall have the right to conduct
a new service rating.

The Complainant further agrees that no election objections
shall be filed concerning the Karen Phillips matter and no pro-
hibited practices shall be filed concerning events prior to the
date of this agreement.

Complainant also agrees to withdraw Complaint SPP-6700.

for the Complainant for the State
(Ex. 10)

39. Phillips stated at the conference that she was in full agreement with the
proposed settlements. Schwartz took the position that the proposed settlements were
acceptable to the State so long as the other parties agreed. Krzys expressed no
objection to the terms of the settlements, indicated that they seemed favorable

.enough,  but stated that it would be necessary for him to.take  the proposed grievance
settlement back to Mazzola who was handling the Phillips grievances and that Mazzola
would get back to Hampton on Monday, September 14, 1981.

40. In a separate conversation apart from the other participants at the con-
ference, Phillips informed Krzys'that she was in full agreement with the terms of
the proposed settlements. Kr,zys  stated that he had a reservation due to the fact
that one unsatisfactory service rating would remain in her file. Phillips stated
that the one unsatisfactory service rating was not important to her. Krzys stated
that the final decision was up to her, but he would have to show the proposed grievance
settlement to Mazzola who would get in touch with her "maybe over the weekend."
Phillips gave her home phone number to Krzys to give to Mazzola.

41. It was agreed in the conference that all of the parties would "sleep on"
their respective agreements and Hampton informed them that he would like a final
answer by the close of business on Monday, September 14, 1981.

42. That evening Krzys spoke with Mazzola at his home by phone and Krzys
explained the agreements to Mazzola. Krzys told Mazzola that Hampton wanted final
word on the proposed settlements by the close of business on Monday.

43. Mazzola did not call Phillips over the weekend.
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44. On the morning of Monday, September 14, 1981, Mazzola phoned Hampton at
the Labor Board's office and informed him that he had spoken to Krzys about the pro-
posed grievance settlement. Mazzola told Hampton that it sounded like a good agree-
ment, but he would not be able to get to his office at CSEA until later that day to
pick up the written draft and review the grievance file,.  Mazzola also stated that
he would like to have an opportunity to discuss the matter with Phillips. Mazzola
informed Hampton that he had a meeting with Phillips scheduled for the.following
morning.  Tuesday,  Scotember 15, 1981*  and that he would be able to have these things

. . done biTthen. &mptbn  agreed to extend the deadline for final word on the settlement
proposal another 24 hours.

45. On Monday, September 14, Hampton also telephoned Schwartz and Phillips, each
of whom confirmed that the settlement agreements were acceptable.

46. Irmnedfately after speaking to Hampton, Mazzola called Allen to request
postponement of the Wednesday, September 16, grievance hearing. Mazzola told Allen
that the State, through Schwartz, had made a settlement offer on the previous Friday
at the informal conference onSPP-6700,  but that he (Mazzola) would not have a copy
of the proposed agreement.until  that afternoon and needed time to review the grievance
file and talk with Phillips. .

47. Allen replied that he would rather wait until the settlement was definite
before cancelling the September 16 grievance hearing because if the hearing were
cancelled and the ratter was notresolved, it would.be  another month before a new .
hearing could be held.

48. After not receiving a call from Mazzola over the weekend, Phillips had
called Mazzola at the CSEA office, but was unable to reach him. She had left no
messages when she called Mazzola.

49. On the morning of Tuesday, September 15, Mazzola arrived for his meeting
with Phillips, but she did not show up. Phillips did not want to meet personally with
Mazzola because she felt intimidated after their September 8, 1981 meeting.

50. When.Phillips  did not show up for the meeting, Mazzola tried unsuccessfully
during the day to reach her byphone. .;_ I ,_  . . .

51.. On the afternoon of Tuesday, September 15, Mazzola called Hampton and indi-
cated that the grievance settlement was acceptable, that the Step 3 grievance hearing
for the next day would be cancelled and that the proposed grievance settlement could
be signed off by Krzys the next morning at the OLR office when both Hampton and Krzys
were scheduled to meet for an informal conference on another prohibited practice case.
Hampton understood clearly from this conversation that Mazzola found the proposed
agreement acceptable without further conditions. Mazzola told Hampton that he had
not yet met with Phillips and that he still wanted to, but he did not state that the
agreement was contingent on his meeting with her.

52. On Tuesday, September 15, Mazzola also called Alien and again expressed his
desire that the Wednesday, September 16, grievance hearing be cancelled. Mazzola
informed Allen that he had not yet talked to Phillips and would not be able to talk
to her until late Tuesday afternoon or.Tuesday  evening,.but  that he did not want
people traveling to Hartford (the OLR office) on Wednesday when the grievance might
be settled. Mazzola also told Allen that he intended to recommend  the grievance
settlement to Phillips, even though he had some reservations about the agreement,

. and that he believed Phillips would accept the settlement agreement. Allen replied
that because Mazzola was going to recommend  acceptance to Phillips and Mazzola believed

' Phillips would accept it, the grievance hearing would be cancelled. Mazzola and Allen
did not discuss the substance of the proposed settlement.

'53: At 10:00 a.m. on the evening of Tuesday, September 15, Mazzola telephoned
Phillips at her home. Mazzola asked Phillips why she had not shown UP for their meet-
ing that morning and Phillips replied that she did not see any reason.to  meet. Mazzola
told Phillips that she would not aet her job back without CSEA's  agreement. Mazzola
told her that he wanted her to hand him a-written retraction statfig  that CSEA was
getting her job back. Mazzola explained the points he wanted in the retraction letter.
Mazzola asked if she would sign a retraction and she said she would consider it. They
agreed to meet at 4:30  on Wednesday, September 16, at a pizza restaurant in Storrs.
The merits of the grievance settlement and the prohibited practice settlement were not
discussed.

* This was the meeting scheduled by Mazzola on Au ust 8th when he had spoken with
Phillips at the special chapter meeting in Storrs 7 see Finding X23, supra). -
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54. On the morning of Wednesday, September 16. 1981. Hampton met with Krtys at
the OLR office for an informal conference on an unrelated case and when that conference
concluded, Hampton took out the file on Case No. SPP-6700 to get signatures on both
settlement agreements. Krzys called Hampton aside and apologized. stating that Mazzola
'had now decided not to consent to the grievance settlement. -Krtys  told'Hampton  that
Mazzola was uDset  because PhilliDS  would not meet with him and.that he (Mazzola) had
decided to puil out of the whole'thing. Krzys did not sign the agreement. Hampton
told Krzys that an agreement had already been reached and that the Labor Board must
operate on the "word of the parties."

55. At this point, Hampton believed that Mazzola was seeking to stall final
agreement on the proposed settlement in order to somehow use the Phillips matter as
a basis for CSEA to file objections to the upcoming clerical election.

56. At 4:30  on the afternoon of Wednesday, September 16, Mazzola and Phillips
arrived at the pizza restaurant for their meeting. Phillips brought another clerical
employee as a witness to the meeting because she felt intimidated by Mazzola.
Mazzola told them that the meeting was confidential and refused to continue with the
meeting unless the other employee left. Phillips did not want to proceed alone and
she and the other employee left.

57. On Thursday, September 17, Hampton spoke again with Mazzola by phone concern-
ing the proposed settlements. Mazzola told Hampton that Phillips would-not meet with-I. him and that'he  w6uld‘not'go  forward with' the grievance settlement until Phill,ps  met. '- -
with him. Mazzola made no statement regarding his view of the merits of the case.

'58. On Thursday. September 17. 1981. HamDton  informed Board Aoent Kinoston  of
what had transpired that week. Kingston agreed that an agreement had been reached on
Tuesday,  SeDtember  15. and that CSEA should have sianed  off on Wednesdav;  Kingston
resolved to'persuade CSEA  to sign off and he so informed  Schwartz. Kingston was con-
cerned that Phillips had an opportunity to get her job back and he did not want to see
that opportunity lost. *

59. After discussion with CSEA, and the other parties by telephone on Thursday
or Friday, Kingston believed that CSEA might sign the grievance settlement if it was
modified to delete,thepromisenotto  file objections to the-election. He therefore:-, ... -
had modified agreements typed (Ex. 12-A and 13) reflecting that change.

60. On the morning of Friday, September 18, Hampton spoke again with Mazzola.
Hampton asked Mazzola if he would sign the modified grievance settlement (Ex. 13) if
Hampton could first arrange a meeting between Mazzola and Phillips. Mazzola replied
that he would, but that he would not meet with Phillips until Friday, September 25th.

61. Hampton offered to meet with Mazzola and Phillips over the weekend, but
Mazzola maintained the position that he would not meet until September 25th and that.
he would only meet with Phillips alone.

62. Hampton felt that agreement had been reached on Tuesday and that Mazzola;.:... 2".  was now breaking his word and trying to back out of the agreement in order to create ., ,. . ,,.; .
or preserve a possible basis for objecting to the election despite the possibility
that a delay'in wrapping up the settlement might endanger Phillips' opportunity for
reinstatement. After consulting with Kingston, Hampton again telephoned Mazzola and
told him "the deal is going down without you." By this Hampton meant that the modi-
fied agreement between Phillips.and  the State on SPP-6700 (Ex. 12-A) was going forward
whether or not CSEA signed off on its modified agreement with the State on the
grievances (Ex. 13).

63. Hampton arranged to meet with Schwartz and Phillips (through Roberts) on
the afternoon of Friday. September 18, at the OLR office to sian the modified aaree-
ment on SPP-6700. Hampton met with Schwartz and Schwartz signed the modified agree-
ment on SPP-6700 (Ex. 12-A).
informed Roberts that Phillips

Roberts showed up on behalf of Phillips, but Hampton
herself would only be permitted to sign. Roberts

agreed to arrange for Phillips to sign on the following Monday, September 21.

64. On the morning of Monday, September 21, 1981, the following article appeared
in the Hartford Couranti
I , A University of Connecticut secretary, who claims she was fired from

the school Women's Center because of her union activity,  reached an agree-
ment with the State Labor Relations Board late Friday afternoon and will
be g-iven  her job back, effective this Wednesday.
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According to an agreement that was signed by the state and will be
officially signed by Karen Phillips today, Phillips will start back to work
at the Women's Center under complex conditions.

Phillips will be awarded pay retroactive to Aug. 7 and a negative job
evaluation from July 9 will be.eliminated from her personnel file. A second
negative job evaluation will remain  in effect, however. After 90 days she
will have the right to a new evaluation, the agreement states.

In the meantime, the state will try to transfer Phillips to another
UConn department.

On July 17, Phillips was notified by UConn's  personnel office that she
was being dismissed because of two poor evaluations of her work, submitted
by center Director Diana Woolis;

But both Phillips and a representative of the Service Employees Inter-
national Union, the union that represented her before the labor board, have
said Phillips had received very good work evaluations until she became
heavily involved with the union. Phillips became president of the UConn
chapter of the Connecticut State Employees Association in June, and has been
actively campaigning for clericals in CSEA to join SEIU.

SEIU, the American Federation of State, County and.Municipal Employees
and the American Federation of Teachers are campaigning to win the right to
represent the clericals.

Upon notification of her dismissal, Phillips filed grievances with the
state through CSEA, contending that she was dismissed for unjust cause and
that the two evaluations were unfair and arbitrary. The grievance is pending.

Meanwhile, in a simultaneous action, SEIU  filed'unfair labor practices
with the State Labor Relations Board and represented Phillips at an informal
meeting Sept. 11, when the agreement was drawn up.

According to Phillips, CSEA didn't offer to represent her before the
labor board and refused to sign the agreement that would get her job back.
Phillios  said: ! Thanks to SEIU. I aot mv job back, SEIU stood behind me for
the entire time, and it shows how eifective  a strong union with experience
with clericals can be."

Robert Krzys, an attorney with CSEA, said the union didn't think the
agreement was to Phillips' benefit. By eliminating only one of her poor
work evaluations, the state could turn around and within 90 days issue her
another poor work evaluation, Krzys said.

"That would mean dismissal again and we'd be back to square one," Krzys
said. “I think the state didn't like havinq an unfair labor practice
hanging over its head and said, 'let's see what we can do to get around this,
but leave the door qpen so we can come back and shut itat a later date."'

The agreement, whether signed by CSEA or not, will go into effect
Wednesday, said Kenneth Hampton of the State Labor Relations Board. (Ex. 14) .

65. Hampton had been contacted by the Courant reporter who wrote the story, but
he did not make the statement attributed to him in the last paragraph of the story.

66. On Monday, September 21, 1981, Roach, Mazzola and Krzys appeared in Kingston's
office and filed the instant objections to the clerical election. Ther had with them
a copy of the Courant article. -

. 67. Kingston discussed the Phillips situation'with'the three CSEA officials in a
further effort to persuade CSEA to agree to Phillips' reinstatement. The three told
Kingston‘that if Phillips would sign a "hold harmless" agreement (Ex. 19).  they would
agree to the modified settlement of the Phillips grievance (Ex. 13).

68. The "hold harmless" document (Ex. 19) was in the form of a letter from
Mazzola to Phillips and contained: (a) a listing of the CSEA grievances then pending
on behalf of Karen Phillips; (b)  a listing of the points contained in the State's
settlement offer on the grievances; (c) a recommendation  by CSEA that Phillips reject
the settlement offer; (d) an analysis of the shortcomings which CSEA saw in the State's
settlement offer which CSEA thought could work to the detriment of Phillips. The
document concluded with the following statement by Mazzola:

"In my opinion this offer should be rejected. You have been given
no'  reason for this opinion. The decision is yours. You now are going
into this agreement with your eyes open. Unlike oth,er  unions you may
know, we  only recommend  agreements which we believe in. If you decide
to accept the agreement in'spite of my,objections,  please sign in the
space provided. Your signature will serve to hold CSEA harmless from
any actions which may result from the acceptance‘of this agreement."

The document was signed by Mazzola and contained a space for Phillips to sign.
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69. Kingston called Phillips and asked her to come to the Labor Board office,
which she did. Phillips signed the "hold harmless" agreement, but added to it a
stipulation that it could only be released from Kingston's possession in the event a
duty of.fair representation complaint was lodged against CSEA concerning the Phillips
'grievances.

70. Phillips also signed the modified proposed settlement of Case No. SPP-6700
that had been signed the previous Friday by Schwartz (Ex. 12-A).

71. On the afternoon of Monday, September 21, 1981, the following article
appeared in the Willimantic Chronicle:

A day before clerical workers at the University of Connecticut and
through the state vote to decide which union will represent them, the
union claiming to have the greatest support announced a victory for one
of its members.

UConn clerical workers' union President Karen Phillips, fired Aug.
7 from her job at the UConn Women's Center, was expected today to for-
mally  sign an agreement reinstating her with back pay, a spokesman for
Local 203 of the Service Employees International Union said this morning.

The agreement erases a series of charges against Ms. Phillips by
UConn claiming she was not properly performing her job, and by SEIU and
the Civil Service Employees Association, Ms. Phillips' current union,
that she was fired illegally. ,.

SEIU organizer Michael Roberts said the agreement also calls for
Ms. Phillips to receive back pay and to be transferred, if possible, to
another UConn department.

The university retains the right to re-evaluate her performance in
three months, he said.

SEIU is battling CSEA, the independent state workers' union dnd the
American Federation of State and Municipal Employees to represent clerical
workers throughout the state in a three-day election beginning Tuesday.

Ms. Phillips, a SEIU supporter, had been brought up on internal CSEA
charges for her activities prior to her firing, a situation that created
some delays in achieving a settlement, Roberts said.

CSEA failed to sign documents eliminating its-grievance against -. _- __
UConn, he claimed, delaying the date Ms. Phillips could come back to
work.

Clerical workers throughout the state will begin filing ballots
Tuesday at each state facility, selecting one of the four unions vying
to reoresent  them and the ODtiOn  of havino no union at all.

If no union receives more than 50 percent of the vote, a runoff
election will be scheduled for October. Roberts said.

According to an SEIU poll, 45 percent of the workers say they are
undecided which union to support, while 35 percent support the interna-

tional union, Roberts said.

72. On Tuesday, September 22, 1981, a CSEA staff representative overheard Karen
r.* Phillips tell a person who was'on her way to vote in the clerical election that SEIU.

had gotten Phillips' job back for her.

73. CSEA has not signed either the original grievance settlement (Ex. 9) or the
modified settlement (Ex. 13).

74. At the time of the hearing the State was in the process of complying with
the settlement of SPP-6700 which it had signed along with Karen Phillips (Ex. 12-A).

Conclusions of Law

1. An individual employee has a right under the Act to file a prohibited practice
complaint and to have that complaint processed, so long as: (1) the employee's bargain-
ing agent is given notice of the complaint; (2) the bargaining agent is notified of the
terms of any settlement; and (3) any settlement reached is not in conflict with the
terms of the existing collective bargaining agreement.

2. At least where the interests of the individual complaining employee and the
bargaining agent are in fundamental opposition, the employee may be represented by a
union other than the bargaining agent in the processing 'of the complaint.
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3. A settlement reached by an individual employee complainant and the employer
is not invalid and does not interfere with the legal rights of the bargaining agent
because it resolves issues underlying a grievance previously filed by the bargaining
agent on behalf of the employee.

4. The publication of the events surrounding the processing of an individual
complaint do not constitute sustainable grounds for objections to an election unless
the publication contained misstatements of important material facts.

5. The publications in this case were not shown to contain misstatements of
important material facts.

Discussion

The objections filed by CSEA can be separated into two basic arguments. The
first is that the.conduct  of the State, SEIU and agents of the Labor Board in proces-
sing Case No. SPP-6700 constituted illegal interference with CSEA's  status as exclusive
bargaining agent and the reporting (SEIU flyers, newspaper reports, and Phillips'
statement to a voter) of the processing of that case as if the actions taken were
legal and proper cast CSEA in a misleading prejudicial light in the minds of the
'voters. The second argument is that the reports otherwise contained material mis-
representations of important facts at a time when there was no fair chance for CSEA
to reply.

I.

With regard to the first argument, CSEA argues that since it is the exclusive
bargaining agent for the NP-3 unit, no settlement could have been reached in SPP-6700
without the approval'of CSEA. In making this argument, CSEA relies upon the follow-
ing general provisions of the Act which set forth rights and duties of an exclusive
bargaining representative:

When an employee organization has been designated by the State Board of
Labor Relations as the representative of the majority of the employees
in an appropriate unit, that employee organization shall be recognized
by the employer as exclusive bargaining agent for the employees of such
unit. (Section 5-271(b))

When an employee organization has been designated in accordance with the
provisions of this chapter as the exclusive representative of employees
in an appropriate unit, it shall have the right to act for and to nego-
tiate agreements covering all employees in the unit and shall be respon-
sible for representing the interest of all such employees without dis-
crimination and without regard to employee organization membership.

(Section 5-271(c))

Employees or their representatives or agents are prohibited from:
x x x

. ..refusing to bargain collectively in good faith with an employee
organization which has been designated in accordance with the'provisions
of.said  sections as the exclusive representative of employees in an
appropriate uni.t;  including but not limited to refusing to discuss
grievances with such exclusive representative; (Section 5-272(a)(4))

CSEA correctly points out in its brief that an important policy underlying the concept
of exclusive bargaining agency is to ensure that employee grievances and bargaining
demands be presented through a single authority so that employees may speak with one
unified voice and thereby be protected from opportunities for the employer to undercut
the unified strength of employees by playing off one group against another.

We recognize the importance of the above-stated policy, but the Act does permit
exceptions in appropriate circumstances to the general rule that employees be repre-
sented only by the exclusive bargaining agent in their dealings with the employer.
One of these exceptions is the riaht of an individual to file a complaint with the
Labor Board alleging prohibited pgactices. In this regard, Section'5-274  of the Act
provides:

"Whenever a question arises as to whether a practice prohibited by
Sections 5-270 to 5-280,  inclusive, has been  conitted by an employer
or employee organization, the Board shall consider that question in
accordance with the following procedure:
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(a) When a complaint has been made to the board in writing
that a prohibited practice has been or is being committed,
the board shall refer such complaint to its agent for
investigation... .'

As is evident from the above-quoted language from the specific provision of the
Act concerning the filing of prohibited practice complaints, the Act itself does not
specify who may bring a prohibited practice complaint. Instead it empowers the Board
to consider such questions "Whenever a question arises as to whether a practice pro-
hibited by &he Act-7  has been conitted..." In prescribing the procedure to be
followed the Act uses the passive voice: "When a complaint has been made to the
board... etc." Further, "The board, is empowered and directed to prevent any unfair
labor practices." See Sec. 31-107(a) (which is incorporated into the Act). So far
as the Act itself is concerned, therefore, an individual employee is not denied the
riaht to file a orohibited oractice  comolaint. For similar rulings under other Labor
Relations Acts ahministered'by this Board see Waterbury Hospital,-Dec. No. 964 (1970);
Town of Stratford, Dec. No. 1241 (1974); Cf. City of New Britain (Henry Kosinskil,
Dec. No. 1275 (1975) pp. 3, 4; Kosinski v. Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,
31 Conn. Supp. 7, 318 A.2d  805 (1974)..

If the Legislature wished to preclude individuals from filing complaints, we
believe restrictive language would have been added by the Legislature. In Waterbury
Board of Education, Dec. No. 1713 (1979),  we held that the restrictive language con-
tained in the comparable provisions of the School Board-Teacher Negotiations AC:*  i
precludes a right on the part of individuals to bring a prohibited practice complaint
before the Labor Board. The relevant contrasting provision of the Teacher Act
provides:

"Whenever a board of education or employees' representative organ-
ization has reason to believe that a prohibited practice as define'd in
subsection (b)  or (c)  of this section, has been or is being committed,
such board of education or representative shall file a written complaint
with  the state board of labor relations..." .

(Section lo-153e(e)  of the General Statutes)

In Waterbury, we compared this restrictive language in the Teacher Act to the broader
language contained in the other labor relations statutes administered by this Board,
including the State Act. We stated:

We have held that underother labor statutes an individual does have
such standing. Waterbury Hospital, Case No. U-1972, Dec. No. 964 (1970);
Town of Stratford, Case No. MPP-2626, Dec. No. 1241 (1974); Cf. Cit of
New Britain (Henry Kosinski), Case No. MPP-2595, Dec. No. 1275 (*P.
3, 4; Kosinski v. Conn. St. Bd. of Labor Rel., 31 Conn. Supp. 7, 318 A.2d
805 (1974). These cases were governed, however, by provisions worded
quite differently from that in the Act.

Waterbury Hospital arose under the original State labor relations act.
Conn. Gen. St. SS  31-101 et seq. Section 31-107(a) of that statute is
composed in the passive voice and does not designate who may bring a com-
plaint. It reads in part: "When a complaint has been made to the board... ."
The Stratford and New Britain cases arose under 'the municipal employee rela-
tions act which contained pertinent language like that in the original
private sector statute. It reads in part: "When a complaint has been made
to the board that a prohibited practice has been or is being committed..."
the Board should take specified action. See also Conn. Gen. St. S 5-274(a)
(State employee'relations act similarly worded).

All of the statutes dealt with in the last paragraph give the Board
some discretion in determining who may bring complaints under them. In
exercising this discretion the Board has weighed the considerations urged
in the complainants' ably written brief. It has extended the right to

parties aggrieved by the alleged violation wherever the broad purposes of
the statute involved seemed to us to be served by entertaining the complaint.*

The Act invoked here, however, states specifically what parties may
file a complaint, viz., "a board of education or employees' representative

, , organization." If we are to give this language any rational meaning it.

* Sec. lo-153a ,to 156d of the General Statutes.
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must be read restrictively. The contrast between this section and its
counterparts in all our other labor statutes is too stark to be over-
looked. If we were to read it to include individuals we would in effect
be amending it and that is surely not within our proper province. When
we drafted regulations under this Act we carefully considered the present
problem and saw no way to avoid the conclusion we now make again. We
therefore couched the regulation in the same limiting language as is
found in the statute itself. Section lo-153e-4.

* In addition to the cited cases, see the Board's general regulations.
Section 5-273-17; section 7-471-14; section 561-14.

Waterbury Board of Education, p. 2

As we stated in Waterbury, we have exercised our discretion under all our labor
relations Acts (other than the Teacher Act) to accord broad standing for individuals
to file complaints. This exercise of discretion has been embodied in the rules of
procedure contained in our Regulations promulgated under the,State  Act and the Uniform .-
Administrative Procedure Act.

"A complaint that any person, the employer, or an employee organi-
zation, has engaged in or is engaging in any prohibited practice under
the Act may be filed by an employee, a group of employees, an employee
-organization  or by the employer,.any  of whom may hereafter be referred -., nr:
to as the person filing the complaint." (emphasis added)

..(Section 5-273-22 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies)

Phillips had a right under the Act and under the regulations to file and have
processed her individual complaint without the participation of CSEA.*

Although the Act contains no specific requirement that an exclusiie  bargaining
agent even be allowed to participate in the processing of a complaint filed by an
individual against an employer, the Board Agent has .in the past directed our staff
to accord certain rights to the exclusive bargaining agent in the processing of such
complaints. This policy has been based by analogy upon the rights accorded an exclu-
sive bargaining agent in the processing of an individual grievance under Section '.
5-271(d) of the Act. That section provides as follows:

(d) An individual employee at any time may present a grievance to his
employer and have the grievance adjusted, without intervention of an
employee organization, provided the adjustment shall not be inconsistent
with the terms of a collective bargaining aqreement then in effect.T h e
employee organization designated as the exclusive representative shall
be given prior notice of the grievance ape
terms of the settlement. (emphasis added)

Although the provisions of Section 5-271(d) do not by their terms apply to the pro-
cessing of prohibited practice complaints, we believe that the,Act's  broad but
important policy of protecting the status of the exclusive bargaining agent requires...
that the rights provided in Section 5-271(d) for participation by the exclusive bar-
.gaining agent. in the processing of an individual grievance should be allowed in the
processing of prohibited practice complaints by individuals, i.e., that a settlement
not be inconsistent with the'terms of the existing contract, that the bargaining

* It is significant to note that the Municipal Employee Relations Act, Sec. 7-460
to 479 of the General Statutes contains language identical in all relevant respects
to Sections 5-271(b), 5-271(c) and 5-272(a)(4) of the State Employee Act quoted on
page 11, supra. See Sec. 7-468(b) and (c) and Sec. 7-470(a)(4) of the Municipal
Employee RZlXions  Act. These broad provisions do not override the specific right
of an individual to file a complaint and to have that complaint processed. Similarly,
the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 141 to 157, contains no restrictive
language regarding standing to file charges and individuals have the,right  to file
charges alleging unfair labor practices and those charges may be processed without
the intervention of the exclusive bargaining agent. See also 102.9 of the NLRB Rules
and Regulations. The NLRA, like the MERA, contains provisions substantially similar
to Sets. 5-271(b), 5-271(c) and 5-272(a)(4) of the State Employee Act. See Sec. 9(a).
and Sec. 8(a)(5) of the'NLRA. There is no counterpart to Section 5-271(c) contained
in,the  NLRA; however, the principle of,the  duty of fair representation (which is the
substance of Section 5-271(a)) was found to be implied in the principle of exclusive
bargainin

9
agency contained in Sec. 9(a). See Hines v. Anchor Motor Freight, 424

U.S. 554 1976) and cases cited therein.. ,
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agent receive prior notice of the complaint and that the bargaining agent be informed
of the terms of a settlement. In extending these rights to the exclusive bargaining
agent, we also extend with them the limitations on those rights which have been found
to exist by law. One of these limitations (from the exclusive agent's point of view)
is that the individual may select his own representative to present his'case and this
representative may even be a union other than the exclusive bargaining agent. In a
decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals interpreting the nearly identical
individual-grievance. provision of Section9(a)  of the.National  Labor Relations Act,
an individual's rioht  to utilize representation by another union in processing an
individual grievance was firmly established. That case involved a group of employees
who had filed an individual 9(a) grievance and had been represented by a union other
than the exclusive bargaining agent. In an opinion by Judge Learned Hand, the Court
stated:

The Act says nothing on thesubject; if it bans a union ,&ther than the
exclusive bargaining aget&/,  it is by implication, and we can see no
basis for such an implication. It is true that such a "group" may
select the certified agent to "adjust" the "grievance"; but they are
expressly given the right to adjust "grievances" without his help; and
we can see nothing to prevent their availing themselves of the best
assistance they can obtain. (language in brackets added)
Douds v. Retail Store Union, 173 F.2d  764 (1949); 23 LRRM 2424 at 2427.

. .._  . Upon petition for reconsideration, the,Court  thoroughly-'reviewed  its initial' decision "-".-'-  '
and reaffirmed it. In the decision on reconsideration, Judge Hand explained the
importance of the need for individuals to utilize the representation of another union
in processing their individual grievance.

There only,remains  the question whether an individual employee or
a minority--a "group" --must negotiate the adjustment of their "grievance"
without the help of a union which it has been their custom to use as their
representative. We have little to add to what we said before. Behind the
whole Act indeed, its main presupposition, is the assumption that in
industrial negotiations an individual or a minority does not bargain on
equal terms with an employer. It is not reasonable to suppose that Con-
gress, after giving a minority -this privilege, should,w?sh  todeprive  it .
of that means of exercising it, which for this reason is the putative
condition of its effective use. But that is not all. The present Act
provides for-the intervention of the certified agent and he will seldom
if ever, intervene if he is in sympathy with the minority's "grievance";
for if he is they are likely to ask him to do the "adjusting." Hence they
will ordinarily be called upon to face two opponents each better qualified
in such negotiations than they. It appears to us extremely unreasonable
to impute that purpose to Congress.
Douds v. Retail Store Union (CA 2 1949) 24 LRRM 2029.

Similarly, at least where the interests of the individual complainant and the bar-
gaining agent are shown to be in fundamental opposition, we will not preclude an
individual complainant from utilizing the services of:another:union  as his or her

. representative in the processing of an individual complaint. In the present case,
the need for Phillips to utilize a union other than CSEA in the processing of her
complaint is obvious. The gravamen of her prohibited practice complaint was that
she had been discharged for engaging in union activity on behalf of SEIU. That union
activity was part of the effort by SEIU to replace CSEA as exclusive bargaining agent
for Phillips' unit. To say the'least, SEIU could surely be expected to take up
Phillips' cause with more vigor than CSEA. She was one of SEIU's  own and allegedly
at least had been discharged for her activities on SEIU's  behalf; activities which
were in fundamental opposition to CSEA's  very being as exclusive agent for the NP-3
unit.

We find that all of the rights owed to CSEA with regard to the processing of an
individual complaint were adhered to by Hampton and Kingston in the processing of
SPP-6700 and that the actions of the State and SEIU were likewise proper. Indeed,
the record shows that CSEA was accorded even greater opportunities for participation
in the processing of the complaint than what is requiredd  This is demonstrated by
the chronology of events. Hampton provided CSEA with notice of the complaint in SPP-
6700 and arranged the Friday, September llth, informal conference date through CSEA
(FF 16). When Hampton was informed on the morning of the conference that CSEA could
not have a representative present at the appointed time that afternoon, he informed
the State, SEIU and Phillips that the informai conference wouid not go forward unless
a representative from CSEA could be there or unless CSEA agreed that the conference
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could go forward without a CSEA representative present (FF 27). Only after Hampton
was informed by Krzys' office that CSEA had agreed to the conference going forward
in CSEA's  absence did Hampton proceed (FF 28). At the outset of the conference,
Hampton informed Roberts, the SEIU  organizer representing Phillips, that SEIU did not
have independent standing.separate  from Phillips and that it could participate only
as complainant Phillips' personal representative, thus limiting SEIU’s  role in the
case (FF 30). When the settlement offer was made by the State, Hampton immediately
called Attorney Krzys at CSEA and did not proceed further until Krzys' arrival (FF 33,
34). Two separate settlement agreements were drafted by Hampton. One concerned the
CSEA grievances filed on behalf of Phillips and this was subject to CSEA's  approval
and was to be signed only by CSEA and the State (FF 37). The other concerned the pro-
hibited practice complaint SPP-6700 and was to be signed only by Phillips as complainant
and by the State (FF 37). Krzys was present at the drafting of the proposed agreements
(FF 38). There was nothing in the record to show that Krzys had anything short of the
fullest opportunity to participate in the informal conference, and Krzys raised no
objection to Roberts' participation (FF 35). Hampton's testimony was that he received
the impression at the informal conference that Krzys believed the settlement agreements
to be "favorable enough" (FF 39)...Hamptonhad no objection.to Krzys.taking  the settle-
ment between CSEA and the State-on the.grievances  back. to Mazzola for review and
approval (FF 40, 41). On the following Monday, Hampton was willing to delay the
"deadline" on the entire settlement to afford Maztola more time to review the written
draft on the grievance settlement, review his grievance file and speak with Phillips
(FF 44). On Monday and Tuesday, it was Mazzola who sought to, and on Tuesday did,
arrange for Phillips' Step III grievance hearing to be cancelled.(FF  46, 47, 52).
On Tuesday,  Mazzola ied both ATlen  and HamDton  to believe that he found the arievance
settlement-acceptable (FF 44, 46, 51, 52): Mazzola even arranged with Hamp& to have
the agreement signed on the following day, Wednesday (FF 51). When Krzys informed
Hampton on Wednesday that Mazzola had decided not to go forward with the agreement
between CSEA and the State, Hampton was understandably shocked and with no other
explanation than that Mazzola now wanted to delay the settlement until he spoke with
Phillips (a condition previously unannounced by Mazzola), Hampton began to suspect
Mazzola of seeking to delay the signing to somehow use the Phillips matter as the
basis for filing objections to the election (FF 54, 55).

On Thursday and Friday, both Hampton and Kingston tried to persuade CSEA to sign
. . . _ off on the grievance settlement so that Phillips could return to work and they drafted.

modified agreements removing from the settlement the promise not to file objections
to the election (FF 57-61). Mazzola's final position on Friday was that he would not
meet with Phillips and sign the agreement for another week (FF 61). In frustration,
Hampton and Kingston apparently,.gave  up for the time-being onthe grievance settlement
between CSEA and the State. Hampton then informed Mazzola that "the deal is going
down without you" and proceeded.to  obtain signatures on.the  prohibited practice agree-
ment between the State and Phillios  (FF 62, 63). Hamoton obtained Schwartz's siunature
for the State that afternoon and obtained Phillips' signature on Mo.nday (FF 63, 50).
At that point Case No. SPP-6700 had been settled between Phillips and the State.

On Monday, September 21, Mazzola gave to Kingston the so-called "hold harmless"
document (Ex. 19) for transmittal to Phillips (FF 67). Mazzola had already executed
the document on behalf of CSEA (FF 68). The document not only  contained a hold harm-
less clause, but expressly stated that whether the CSEA grievances were to be withdrawn

' was entirelv UD to PhilliDs  (FF 68). Mazzola's onlv  stated DurDose  both at the time
and in his testimony at the hearing for having Phillips  sign'this  document was to
protect CSEA in the event that Phillips decided after the fact to file a duty of fair
representation complaint against CSEA for signing off on the grievances. Phillips
signed the document that same day, with the provision (which was consistent with
Mazzola's stated purpose in obtaining Phillips' signature on the document) that the
signed copy of the document be kept by Kingston, unless and until Phillips did file
a duty of fair representation complaint against CSEA (FF 69). CSEA thus achieved the
protection which it sought and left the decision to withdraw the grievances solely up
to Phillips who had already stated to the State and Krzys that she had agreed to the
terms of the settlement of her grievance including the withdrawal of the grievances
(Ex. 19, FF 40).

It must be pointed out that there is no requirement in the Act or elsewhere that
would prevent the prohibited practice agreement between Phillips and the State on
SPP-6700 from going forward in the absence of the agreement between CSEA and the State
on the grievances going forward. It was undoubtedly the State that originally wished
to have the Phillips' grievances between it and CSEA settled simultaneously with the
prohibited practice complaint so that they would not be subject through those grievances
to possible attack on issues they wished to have settled in the prohibited practice
complaint. However, throughout the week of September 14, Schwartz had continued to
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be very concerned that SEIU would be filing obj,ections  based on the Phillips discharge.
By late Friday, time for signing off before the election had nearly run out and
Schwartz concluded that the wiser course was to sign off on the SPP-6700 with only
the promise that the Board,'s  agents would try further to obtain signatures from CSEA
on the grievance settlement.

Finally, it is CSEA's contention that even though the settlement agreement
between PhilliDs  and the State did not sDecifv  that the arievances  filed bv CSEA were
therein withdrawn, the agreement had that practical effect because it elim?nated  the
basis for the grievance and,that  effect constituted illegal interference with CSEA's
processing of the grievance. We reject this argument. The result of adopting CSEA's
argument would be that an individual complainant could not achieve a settlement in a
prohibited practice case if the terms of the settlement affected underlying facts and
issues involved in a pending grievance that had been filed on behalf of that complain-
ant by his or her exclusive bargaining agent. In the present case Phillips' prior
ratings and the terms under which she could return to her job were as much an essential
part of the prohibited practice case as they were of the grievance case. To permit
the union which had filed the incidentally affected grievancesto have a right to veto _ _,
the prohibited practice settlement because of that incidental effect would deprive an
individual complainant of the right to have his or her individual complaint processed
and settled without intervention by the bargaining agent.*

We believe that the restrictions contained in Section 5-271(d) are the only
appropriate ones that ordinarily should be imposed on settlement of an individual
prohibited practice complaint. - In the present case, CSEA was given notice of the
compl.aint, was informed of the terms of the settlement. and there is no showina that
the-settlement of the complaint was in any way'inconsistent with the terms of She
existing collective bargaining agreement.

II.

CSEA's arguments for setting aside the election are based on Section 5-273-18(a)
(2) Conduct of Elections of the Board's regulations; which provides as follows:

(a) During the course of a representation campaign the following conduct
may interfere with the rights of employees and may result in the setting
aside of the election

2. Misstating important facts bi a inlot  or an.employer.where  the other
party does not have a fair chance to reply.

x x x

As we stated in State of Connecticut (P-l) Dec.  No. 1686-E (1979),**  this rule
is patterned after the standard set forth by the National Labor Relations Board in
Hollywood Ceramics Co., 140 NLRB 221, 224, 51 LRRM 1600 (1962):

,@n election should be set aside only where there has been a misrepre-
sentation or other similar campaign trickery, which involves a substantial
departure from the truth, at a time which prevents the other party or
parties from making an effective reply, so tha,t  the misrepresentation,
whether'deliberate or not, may reasonably be expected to have a signifi-
cant impact on the election.

The comnunications  in evidence upon which CSEA bases its objections are the following:

1
H

The two SEIU  campaign flyers (Exs. 16 and 17);
2 The Monday morning, September 21, 1981, newspaper article appearing

in the Hartford Courant;
(3) The Monday afternoon, September 21, 1981, newspaper article appear-

ing in the Willimantic Chronicle;

3 Our view  here is strongly influenced by the fact that both the grievance and the
prohibited practice concerned only Phillips and no other employees;

* In the P-l case we overturned an election because respondent in that ,case  had
engaged in electioneering within 24 hours prior to the election and because of the
false and misleading nature of the election campaign~materials  distributed in viola-
tion of the 24-hour rule. It should be noted that since the P-l decision, the Board
has amended its regulations to delete the former prohibition on campaigning within
24 hours prior to an election.
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(4) The statement made by Karen Phillips to a voter on Tuesday morning,
September 22, 1981, outside the polling site at Storrs.

The two SEIU campaign flyers (Exs. 16 and 17) cannot provide a basis for demon-
strating a violation of the regulation and the setting aside of the election. The
.regulation  requires that statements be made at a time "where the other party does not
have a fair chance to reply.“ The first of the flyers (Ex. 16) (see Finding #17,
Supra  was hand distributed by SEIU during the week of September 7, 1981. The elec-

. . tion did not begin until September 22, 1981. Two weeks was more than ample time for
CSEA to respond to the claims made in that flyer. CSEA certainly should have had
knowled  e of this flyer at the time of its distribution. The second of the flyers
(Ex. I73 (see Finding #21, supra)  was mailed to employees on or about the week of
August 31, 1981. There was no evidence demonstrating that any of these flyers
arrived at their destinations any later than Friday, September 3, 1981 when Mazola
received one at his home. Not only was there ample time to respond to this flyer,
but the record shows that both Mazola  and CSEA Executive Director Roach were spe-
ci,fically aware of the flyer and its contents on September 3 and September 8,
respectively.

The Hartford Courant article was published on the morhing of the day before
the election. CSEA claims that this article contained material misrepresentations
of fact inherently damaging to CSEA's position in the election. Although the Objec-
tions (Ex. 1 and 2) filed by CSEA did not specify what statements in the article
allegedly fall witrin  thatcategory, .in  its brief the CSEA has identified the specific
statements which it considered to be material misrepresentations damaging to CSEA.
CSEA argues that the article contained false statements that "SEIU had filed the
prohibited practice complaint in her behalf and represented Ms. Phillips before the
Board in an action which won her job back, alleging CSEA's refusal to cooperate in
the settlement to win her job back" (p.8, CSEA brief). CSEA claims that the.article
also materially misrepresented facts when "it attributed the significant responsi-
bility for this case to SEIU." We will assume for the sake of this discussion that
the information for the article came from the SEIU, the State and Hampton.*

The article contained statements making the points alleged by CSEA; however,.
the record demonstrates clearly that'each of those points are true. Roberts helped
Phillips to investigate and draft the complaint. SEIU.did  file:the  complaint on
behalf of Phillips.** SEIU, through Roberts, did represent Phillips before the
Board's Agent and/or assistant agent in connection with SPP-6700. .This  was true
before, during and after the informal conference of September 11, 1981. It is also
true that the filing and processing of the complaint led to the settlement agreement
which Drovided for PhilliDs'  reinstatement. Finallv.  CSEA's "refusal to coooerate  in
the settlement" is evident through the actions and positions taken by Mazzola  after
Tuesday, September 15, 1981. Roberts represented Phillips at the informal conference
and consulted with her throughout the proceedings. In virtually every significant
respect, SEIU through Roberts served as Phillips' advisor and representative in the
processing of the case.

CSEA argues that testimony at the hearing established that Phillips "had not been
represented by any competing labor organization , in compliance.with  Board policy."
CSEA is inaccurate here in its reading of the testimony. Assistant agent Hampton
testified that he informed Roberts at-the September liconference  that "pursuant to
our office policv"  he could particioate  in the conference only  as Phillips' "personal
representative" (Tr.  92). The meaning of this statement is ciearly  that‘ Hampton con-
sidered the only proper complainant to be Phillips in her personal or individual

. capacity. It was Hampton's view that Roberts could represent Phillips as the indi-
vidual complainant, but that SEIU had no separate standing as complainant in its own
right.*** It was obvious to all present at the conference that Roberts was a staff

* We do not find that the final paragraph of the article came from Hampton. Although
we do not believe that Hampton himself told the reporter that the agreement would go
forward whether or not CSEA signed, we do not consider this erroneous attribution to be
important because Hampton did believe that to be true and in fact it was true.

* Although Roberts and SEIU were listed.on  the complaint as co-complainants with
Phillips, only Phillips had signed'the complaint and Hampton throughout refused to
accord Roberts and SEIU the status of complainants and consistently restricted their
role,and  participation in the case to that of representatives of Phillips.

*** Whcthcr SEIU could  have  legal standing in its own right as a complainant is not
presented on the facts of this case and we do not here decide that question.
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employee at SEIU. Hampton's point was not to deny that, but simply to make clear
that in his view only Phillips as an individual and not SEIU as a labor organization
had standing as "complainant" in the case.

The Willimantic Chronicle article was published on the afternoon.of.  the day
before the election. CSEA soecifies  onlv one statement in the Chronicle article
which it claims to be false.' That is the statement attributed to Roberts that
Phillips had been "brought up on internal CSEA charges for her /sEIUr activities
prior to her firing, a situation that created some delays in acliievYng  a settlement."
CSEA argues that Roberts' claim that Phillips had been brought up on internal CSEA
charges for her SEIU activities is false and not substantiated by testimony or evi-
dence. If the burden were on SEIU to prove the truth of Roberts' published statement,
that burden would not have been met. However, the burden is on CSEA to prove the
statement false and Roberts' statement was contradicted by nothing in the record.
As we stated in an earlier case involving objections to an election based on Section
5-273-18(a)(Z)  of our Regulations:

So far as the charge of fraudulent misrepresentation goes, it was
not proven. It is the general law that a party who charges such conduct
on the part of another has the burden of proving (inter alia) the falsity
of the challenged statement. F. James, Civil Procedure, 311, 258 (1965).
There is nothing in the cases cited by CSEA which suggests that the rule
is different in labor relations. In most of them falsity of the offending
statement was clearly shown by. the evidence. See, e.g., NLRB v. Bata  Shoe
Co:, 377 F.2d  821 (4th Cir.) cert. den. 389 U.S. 917 (1967); NLRB v.
Elnity  Steel(Co., 214 F.2d  120 (5th Cir. 1954); Hollywood CemCo.
1'40 NLRB 221. 1962); Gummed Products Co., 112 NLRB 1092 (1955). In one
of them, however, such proof was wantino  and the court said: "...aside
from the bare assertion'that /a handbili's7 statements were false,0 peti-
tioner has offered no evidence to show thzt  thev were. and the Board was
thus correct in refusing to determine whether they were or not." Anchor
Mfg. Co. v. NLRB, 300 F.2d  301, 303 (5th Cir. 1962).

State of Connecticut (Department of Corrections), Dec. 1442 (1976).

The record does show that Mazola's actions delayed for nearly a week the final sign-off
on Case No. SPP-6700 and that delay was caused at least in part by Mazzola's attempt-to
extract a retraction from Phillips of statements made by her as part of her activity on
behalf of SEIU. We see no material difference between that and Roberts' statement as
.published  by the Chronicle. The important common element is that CSEA delayed the
settlement as a result of Phillips' SEIU activities.

With what has been said above, it is clear that Phillips' statement to the single
voter on Tuesday, September 22, 1981, at Storrs that SEIU had gotten her job back for
her was also true.

Dismissal of Objections

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of
Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is

DETERMINED that the objections to the election'filed  herein be, and the same
hereby are, dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY S/ Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low
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